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TJw first amipreJwnsive explanatiofi ofelectrochemical activity
during the plating of chromium has recently been finDiulated at
the General Motors Research Laboratories. This understanding
has aided i)i transforming chrojnium plating into a highly
efficient, high-speed operation.
Complex Concenl ration
on the left in Figure 1) loses elec-
tons by successive steps, going
from Cr + ''to Cr + -. Decomposition
of the resulting chromous dichro-
mate complex takes place by acid
hydrohsis to form a chromous-
owbisulfate complex:
+.Cr-O^H--0-S^O
II
The positive end of this com-
plex is adsorbed onto the cathode
surface. Electrons are transferred
from the cathode to the adsorbed
chromium ion. forming metallic
chromium and regenerating the
(HSO,)" ion. Thus, Dr. Hoare's
mechanism explains how sulfuric
acid, in the form of the bisulfate
ion, participates in the plating
process.
IT HAS long been known that
chromium cannot be plated
from a solution when initially pres-
ent as Cr + ' because of the forma-
tion of the stable aquo complex.
[Cr(H20)H]+'l Yet chromium can be
plated when initially present as
(J,-
-Hi (.yg,-, though it must pass
through the Cr + ' state before being
deposited. Dr. Hoare's mechanism
handk'S this jjaradox by explaining
that the chromium ion being
deposited (on the left in Figure 1) is
protected by the rest of the complex
as it passes through the Cr + ' state,
so that the stable aquo complex
cannot form.
The diffusion of the elec-
troactive complex apparently con-
trols the rate of the process, so that
shortening the diffusion path
increases the speed of chromium
dei^osition. A high rate of relative
motion between the electrolyte and
the cathode will shorten the path.
This can be accomplished by rapid
tlow or by agitation of the elec-
trolyte.
Dr. Hoare found that the rate
of chromium deposition increased
with electrolyte flow until the proc-
ess was no longer diffusion-con-
trolled. He also found that the use
of dilute electrolyte significantly
increased jjlating efficiency.
"This project is an excellent
example," says Dr. Hoare, "of how
basic research and engineering
principles can be combined to
develop a new, successful process.
Now, we'd like to take on the chal-
lenge of plating successful 1\- from
Cr+ ', which would be an even more
efficient way to provide corrosion
and wear resistance."
General Motors
THE
MAN
BEHIND
THE
WORK
Dn James Hoare
is a Research
Fellow at the
General Motors
| «s
Research Lab
oratories. He is a member of the
Electrochemistry Department.
Dr. Hoare served as an elec-
tronics technician in the U.S. Navy
during the Second World War. In
1949, he received his Ph.D. in phys-
ical chemistry from the Catholic
University of America. After an
assistant professorship at Trinity
College in Washin.gton, D.C., he
joined the US Naval Research Lab-
oratory as a physical chemist. He
became a staff member at General
Motors in 19(i0.
Dn Hoare's sustaining inter-
est has been in electrochemical
kinetics and the mechanisms of
electrode processes. He is best
known to the scientific community
for his basic studies of hydrogen
and oxygen electrode mechanisms.
His book. The Electrochemistry of
Oxygen, published in 1968, is con-
sidered a work of primary impor-
tance to the field. In addition to his
work on chromium plating, he is
responsible for the fundamental
research that helped make elec-
trochemical machining a precision
process.
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Removing the Over-the-Counter Menace
Jim O'Hagan
How can drug manufacturers go about making their
products sate against tampering?
The Multifarious Laser Tushar Chande
Laser processing olTers many advantages over traditional
methods.
The Ins and Outs of Water Towers Mary Kay Flick
Water towers require intricacies to perform their many
duties.
Against the Wind Raymond Hightower
The most popular motorcycle fairing manufacturing firm
operates in nearby Rantoul.
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State of the art at General Dynamics is a state of
mind. More than technology or hardware, it is a way
of viewing everything in terms of the future and
finding the means to turn new ideas into reality.
This vision has helped General Dynamics
become a world leader in aerospace, electronics,
shipbuilding and other areas— and has opened up
many diverse opportunities today for college
graduates with degrees in Electrical, Mechanical,
Computer Engineering and Computer Science/Math.
We'd like to show you the benefits of starting your
career with us. Send your resume to Sue Shike,
Corporate College Relations Administrator, General
Dynamics Corporation, Dept. EC, Pierre Laclede
Center, St. Louis, MO 63105.
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Ibllowship
In 1949, Hughes awarded its lirst
fellowship. Since then, nnore than 4,000 nnen
and wonnen have earned advanced degrees in
engineering and science with the help of
Hughes fellowships — advanced degrees to
prepare the men and women of today to meet
tomorrow's technical challenges
Hughes Aircraft Company will again offer
more than 100 new fellowships in the coming
year lor graduate study m
* Engineering (Electrical. Mechanical.
Systems. Aeronautical)
' Computer Science
' Applied Math
* Physics
Just a few months from now. you could be
working on your (yiasler's. Engineer, or PhD
degree — and receiving from Hughes:
* Tuition, books, and fees
' Educational stipend
' Full employee benefits
* Professional-level salary
* Summer employment
* Technical experience
Total Value: $18,000 to $40,000 a year
As a Hughes Fellow, you will gain valuable
technical experience working summers at
Hughes in Southern California or Tucson,
Arizona. Work Study Fellows study at a
nearby university while working part-time at
Hughes.
Full Study Fellows work at Hughes in the
summer and study full-lime during the
regular academic year.
The range of technical assignments
available includes the option of the
Engineering Rotation Program to diversify
your work experience.
Fellowship Story An invitation to advance
your education and your career — with
assistance from a company that is advancing
the frontiers of technology Write yourself in.
Fill out and mail the coupon, or write to:
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate
Fellowship Office, DepI 104, BIdg
4006/W870, Culver City, California 90230
Crralmf; „ nru uo,l,luill, rlr, ln,:n, -
HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Proof of U.S, Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
Write yourself in.
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office. Dept.104, BIdg. 4006/W870.
Culver City. California 90230.
Please consider me a candidate tor a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and materials
PLEASE PRINT: Name
City
I am interested in obtaining a .Engineer degree
DEGREES NOW HELD (OR EXPECTED)
Bachelor's Date
Master s Date
Zip
.
Doctorate t
Editorial
Grad School Provides a
Necessary Alternative to Work
Four \ears is a long time while you
are living through it. but once \ou join
the ranks of professional engineers, it will
seem like your college days flew b> like
minutes. After those four long years of all
night research sessions, endless hours in
labs, and hundreds of problem sets, it
seems insane to go on to graduate work.
It takes at least another _\ear to obtain a
masters degree, and another three years to
recene a doctorate.
TTiat's another four years of school
on top of the four that you've alread\'
struggled through. Four years at the
average annual starting salary for a B.S.
of S24.816 (as of July"^ 26. 1982) amounts
to a gross income of S99.264. That's a lot
of money, and to make matters worse,
you have to spend money to continue
your education.
It seems that from an immediate
economic standpoint, it is unv\ise to
continue school after \ou receive your
baccalaureate. The problem is that too
many people believe that. There are not
enough people graduating from
engineenng programs with Ph.D.'s to
feed both the industrial and academic
communities.
The number of Ph.D.'s granted per
year has dropped from an alltime high in
1972 of 3774 to the 1981 figure of 2841.
according to the Engineering Manpower
Commission. AAES. 1981 suiAey. To
compound the decrease in available
doctorates, there has been a distinct
increase in the number of foreign students
working on advanced degrees who will
return to their ow n countnes upon
graduation. Administrators claim that the
figure is as high as 509c.
The great influx of foreign students
is not very obvious here at the University.
The College of Engineering has been
operating under the general guideline of
limiting foreign graduate students to lO^c
of enrollment. The EE department runs at
about \T7c, while approximately 30% are
enrolled in the nuclear engineenng
curriculum.
Consider the following scenario.
There are 2800 Ph.D.'s graduating in a
given year. From that group, maybe 1400
will stay in this country. Universities and
industry desire the top 20%. narrowing
the number to 280. There are about 250
universities who want to hire Ph.D.'s.
The result is obvious; industry and
universities must compete for the most
desired graduates, and universities cannot
compete with the pay available in
industry.
So who is teaching our classes, and
who will be teaching the classes of
tommorrow? ObviousK . not all of the top
people go to industry . but most do. and
more tenured professors are lea\ ing
universities to join industry all the time.
This trend must be reversed if
industp. and academia intend to maintain
the high qualirv' of engineering research
taking place in this country . Industry and
universities can work together to curb
declining graduate enrollments. Industn.
can provide more grants and funding for
graduate schools. Universities can then
use this money to make graduate studv
more attractive to prospective students.
Students can also work to reverse
this trend. Students w ith outstanding
talents, or a desire to teach should
seriously consider going on to earn
advanced degrees. There is money
available to support graduate students; you
just have to find it. The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology granted SI.
8
million in financial aid. assistantships. and
fellowsihips to graduate students in
engineenng in 1981.
Before you graduate, look into
graduate school, take the Graduate Record
Examination, and send out some
applications. Once you are at work, those
eight years will seem like they flew by
like minutes.
4{^jjl/V<- ^ ' UsuvxM^
Avoid Hl-Tech Bandwagon,
Professor Urges
To the Editor:
Your December. 1982 article (A
New Breed of Reactors, p. 12) states that
SI. 2 billion has been spent on the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor (CRBR). and that
it carries a price tag of S3. 2 billion. It
also cites proponents' claims that it is
86% complete. New math!"
The CRBR project was onginally
justified on the basis of a fear that we
would soon run out of fissionable
uranium. Due to the slowdown of
electricity demand during the 70's. this is
no longer an urgent problem. The real
issue now is whether to spend an
additional S2 billion on concrete and steel
to finish the project (because the French
and Soviets did so), or spend it on
researchers' salaries to develop an
advanced breeder technologv—hopefully
one cheaper, safer and more
proliferation-resistant than the CRBR's
plutonium fuel cycle.
We faced a similar decision 1 2 years
ago with the SST. We opted to scratch
the U.S. program and learn instead from
the mistakes of the French and Soviets.
.\s a result, talented U.S. engineers were
available to develop technology for the
super-efficient fleet of subsonic aidiners
dominating the world market today. As a
former die-hard SST supporter, now older
and wiser. I caution engineers against
jumping on hi-tech bandwagons hyped by
politicians, without first analyzing
alternative public policies.
Clark Bullard
.Associate Professor.
Mechanical Engineering
Illinois Technograph invites letters in response to
its articles and editorials, or any other item of in-
terest to our readership. Articles, photographs,
and other contributions will also be considered.
Letters must be signed, but names will be with-
held upon request.
Removing the
Over-the-Counter Menace
For everything from
sinus pressure to
nagging backaches,
pills have become an
essential part o( an
American s needs.
Keepmg these pills
secure from tamper-
ing has recently de-
veloped into a prob-
lem The solution to
this problem involves
everything from eco-
nomics to psychology
Sales of
Over-the
billions of dc
Counter Drugs
Mars
6.3
3.5
Jim O'Hagan
#
around the bottle lid joint, the container
cannot be opened without breaking the
seal and lea\ ing apparent remains. Never-
theless, cautions Ricci.'"lt will be up to
the consumers to closely examine what
' the_\ bu\ tor signs of tampenng."
Besides tamperproof containers
which lea\e tell-tale signs of handling
when opened, the pill itself is being ex-
amined for taiiipeiproof modifications.
The easiest fomi is not a capsule at
all. but a tablet. Aspirin tablets alreads
are known well in this fomi. ""The tablet
Proportions of 1981 Sales
(in percenis)
^^^^B^ 22 painkillers W
Source
Product Marketing Proprietory Association
9
fomi IS tamperproof." explained Ricci.
"Still many people prefer the capsule. I
guess they find it easier to swallow.""
.lohnson & Johnson has another theory
:
they feel capsules can help cure people
simply because they look more like pre-
scription drugs, and thus have a psycholo-
gical effect similar to kissing a child's
hurt knee.
To meet this market, several tablet
types have been deseloped. The soft gela-
tin capsules cunentK used for liquid
drugs, such as \itamins A and E. will
leak and self-destruct if tampered w ith.
Locked capsules are also being ex-
perimented with: the two-piece tablet is
sealed with a special band, making it im-
pxjssible to take apart and reseal the cap-
sule at will.
While many tampeiproof containers
have already appeared on the market
—
even prescnption drugs are sealed—more
are soon to follow. Consumer demand
will necessitate some changes as vanous
competitors tight for Tylenol's 35 percent
market share, in fact, when T>leniil is re-
introduced, it will have three tampeiproof
seals, ""...they may be going a little oxer-
board with three seals." notes Singley.
"but if they want to regain 75 percent of
their previous market, as they hope to do.
the\ ha\e to regain the customers" trust."
Change v\ill also be forced by local,
state, and federal regulations. Chicago
Ma\or Jane B\me has demanded that
within 40 days, all dmgs sold in Chicagii
are to be in tamperproof containers; for-
mer Attorney General Tyrone Fahner has
recommended that the state government
adopt similar legislation. Massachusetts
introduced laws in eari\ October to the
same extent, which would also require
state inspection of random samples. Dmg-
company executives and Food and Daig
Administration (FDA) authorities have
fonned a committee to channel these local
laws into national guidelines. This will
eliminate contlicting regulations and limit
those which are impractical.
.Mthough these new safeguards will
cost the consumer millions of dollars in
price increases of one to two percent
Tylenol's new packaging alone will cost
2.4 cents per bottle—they have already
resulted in profit for packaging tlniis.
Time magazine reported that .Anchor
Hocking Corporation has seen skyrocket-
ing demand for \acuum-glass jars. PCM
Coqioration ex[xx-ts a large demand for its
plastic blister pacs. and Milv\aukee's Tinv
Pillar Corporation is struggling to keep up
with orders for its sealing machineiA
.
Similar gains have been seen in the stock
market, as analysts see increased demand
for the new containers.
Despite these safeguards, a truly
tamperproof container is unlikely.
Hypodemiic needles could penetrate many
bamers leaving a hole visible only under
close scrutiny. Some barriers are easily re-
placed with simple machinery, and others
such as glued or taped boxes are defeated
with everyday materials like razor blades,
cellophane tape, and white glue. Furth-
emiore. unless consumers are alert to the
absence of tampeiproof bamers. the\
could be removed entirelv and not be mis-
sed Said FDA chief Arthur H. Hates.
". It is impossible to make clear that a
tampeiproof package is not possible."
Still, the dexelopment of safeguards
will tend to re-assure the public and deter
all but the most detemiined maniac, "i
think they'll be effective." said Ricci.
""Not completely foolproof, but the\"ll
help,"
Whatexer the final fomi of the taiii-
peiprool containers, they cannot be eftec-
ti\'e soIeK by themselves. Consumers
must look at the medicine they take and
the seals containing them: the FDA is out-
lining a new system for faster reporting of
poisoning cases: the federal gii\eniment
expects to have packaging guidelinges
available soon. I^ossibly. through a com-
bined effort, the threat of similar crimes
can be reduced.
Although the Tylenol tragedies have
lett a gnni image on the drug industry and
the general public, changes have arisen
which will result in more respect, higher
standards, and a greater degree of safetv
in the pharmaceutical industry.
Tushar Chande The Multifarious Laser
This is the second part of a two part series on
laser processing. The first part appeared in the
November. 1982 issue.
"LASER", the acronym, has be-
come a noun. h"s listed as "a device that
amplitlcs light waves and concentrates
theni in an intense, penetrating beam"'.
With laser applications on the rise, the re
latcd glossap. is expanding too. Soon,
"laser" the noun must grow into a verb.
even take on a suffix or two. In anticipa-
tion, we provide "-ation". a suffix mean
ing "to act. condition or result from"'.
Laserdtion would generically include
transformations brought about b\ laser
processing, or lasering.
Wh) is laseration worth knowing ab
out'.' Because it involves jobs and money.
N('ws\\'eek magazine in its November 18.
1982. issue estimates that by the end of
the decade, there will be up to 60().(XX)
new jobs in industrial la.ser processing.
Being high-tech jobs. the\ require skills
which net good salaries. The long term
outlook is good—in tune with the chang-
ing nature of the American workscape.
Lasering means doing it with preci-
sion and intensity. Precision is as high as
can be obtained by numerically controlled
instruments. Intensity was first measured
in "gillettes", the number of shaving
blades that could be burned clean through.
Today, intensity is quoted in watts per
square centimeter. Typically, laser intensi-
ties approach a million watts per square
centimeter. To get this power per unit
area, a conventional light source would
ha\e to emit a staggering total power of
approximately a million watts. This means
that while the ordinary- 200 wan light bulb
cannot melt metal, a continuous laser with
the same power can.
The laser-material interaction de-
pends on the nature of the laser as well as
the properties of the material itself. The
wavelength of the laser beam, its power,
beam diameter and spatial distribution
play important roles. The reflectance of
the material surface, its absorbency. the
ability of the material to conduct heat, and
the quantity of heat required to bring ab-
out a phase change in the matenal deter-
mine its response to laser irradiation.
The wavelength of the laser deter-
mines how well it can be focused. Also.
lower wavelength lasers couple better with
metals. The power and beam diameter de-
temiine the power density in the beam.
The power density distribution is crucial
in matenaK processing. Matenals with
lov\er surface retlectance tend to fuse
much easier with the aid of laser radia-
tion. A material that is an efficient con-
ductor of heat is difficult to melt, as is a
material with a large latent heat of fusion
The choice of a laser system depends on
the material to be processed and the par-
ticular application.
Laseration can be classified by the
maximum operating temperature attained.
Desired transformations could be obtained
by heating above room temperature but
below the melting temperature, as in laser
heat treating. Laserations involving a
melting step are welding, cutting,
alloying, cladding and glazing. Drilling
and marking requires melting and \apor-
ization of the substrate.
Laseration enjoys many advantages
over conventional production processes.
Since a beam of light is used, no acUial
contact between the "tool" and the
"workpiece" occurs, a feature that adds
flexibilit\' and versatility. The high inten-
sities pemiit rapid, localized heating, re-
ducing distortion and making precise op-
erations possible. It is clean, and responds
instantly to commands altering its speed
or power.
The laser beam has a relatively large
depth of focus, and permits easy handling
of complex shapes and structures. It can
be transmitted through air, and made to
reach all optically accessible areas. Laser
settings are reproducible and a single
beam can be used at multiple work-
stations using suitable optics. Operational
safety can be readily assured, and high
rates of productivity can be easiK'
attained.
However, the laser system is a major
capital expense, and does not cut costs
significantly as a direct substitute to a
conventional process. But, its unique
properties can be exploited to develop
new processing methods that > ield qualita-
ti\e and quantitative advantages over ex-
isting ones. This is their strength, and for
the innovative engineer, this is the dream
beam.
continued on page 12
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TAKESON EXCITING
* NEW DIMENSIONS IN
THEAIR FORCE.
Computer-generated design for investigating
structural strengths and weaknesses.
Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the most important, exciting
challenge of your life. The
projects extend to virtually every
engineering frontier.
8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS
istronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.
PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE
An Inrce electrical engineer studying aircraft
electrical power supply system.
Engineering opportunities in
the Air Force include these
eight career areas: aeronautical,
aerospace, architectural.
aircraft jet engine tui bine
Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
new airborne electronic system
to pinpoint radiating targets.
Another engineer tested the jet
engines for advanced tanker and
cargo aircraft.
OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND
.Artist's concept of the DSCS III Defense Satellite
Communications System satellite. (US.AF photo.)
Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems. This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366). There's no
obligation.
AIM HIGH
AIRFORCE
Mary Kay Flick The Ins and Outs of
Water Towers
Anywhere a person
travels in this country,
rural town or sprawling
metropolis, a water
tower IS almost always
one of the things that
is noticed After all, a
structure at large as a
water tower isn t easily
missed.
A water tower has two main t'unc-
tiiiiis. First. It balances the fluctuations be-
tween the water supply and demand.
Second, it acts as a sateguard to insure an
adequate and continuing source of water
in case of a breakdown in the system,
he use of elevated tanks also reduces
pumping costs (due to gravity, the pump
IS required to do less work). Storage tanks
so used for tire protection or adver-
tising. A small system can be placed
either near the center of a large demand
area, or opposite the pumping station with
a large demand area in between. With a
arge system, several tanks ;u'e used in the
center of each area of heavy demand.
Water towers are normally made
from two basic materials: concrete and
steel. Both ha\e their advantages and dis-
ad\antages. Most concrete tanks are made
of a pre-stressed concrete, which is circu-
lar in shape at ground level. The tank is
pre-stressed by winding a high-strength
wire around the core wall of concrete. Af-
ter the wire is wrapped, a pnuematic mor-
tar is applied to the outside wall to bond
the wire to the wall and protect against
corrosion. TTianks to this process, con-
crete tanks have fewer maintenance prob-
ems with respect to corrosion, but they
are more susceptible to damage from
rapid and severe temperature fluctuations,
which makes them more susceptible to
aks.
In steel tanks, on the other hand, the
constant problem of corrosion must be
dealt with. Corrosion can be caused by
mst deposits or by deposits which result
from the presence of minerals in the wa-
ter. Because of this, some sort of cathodic
protection must be provided. One advan-
tage of steel structures is that due to their
elevaton. the pressure created by gra\ity
is greater.
Steel structures are those most easiK
seen and most widely used in Illinois. Be-
cause few areas in Illinois ha\e a high
enough ele\alion to facilitate a concrete
ground based storage tank. ele\ated water
towers must be used. There are some
ground tanks (standpipes) made of steel.
but most are elevated.
Water towers of steel can be con-
structed in many different shapes and
sizes. Most are spherical, and are sup-
ported by one or more columns. The
largest manufacturer ol steel storage stmc-
tures. Chicago Bndge and Iron Company,
makes several different designs, depend-
ing on the needs and resources of the
area.
The four major design types are: ( 1
1
a spherical or cylindrical tank mounted on
a large fluted or plain column ('"Waters-
phere
'"""
or ""Waterspheroid '"'"). (2) a
spherical tank mounted on a thinner center
column with extra support from five smal-
ler columns (ellipsoidal, or spheroidal),
(3) a cylindrical, funnel shaped design on
a tripod of columns (Tripod '" ), and (4)
steel ground reservoirs and standpipes. If
the water source is relatively near, then
the first three designs are used according
to the needs of the area. When the water
supply is obtained from a distant source,
ground reservoirs and standpipes are
needed. They assure an adequate supply
whenever water is needed.
The difference between a standpipe
and a ground resenoir is simply their
shapes. A ground reservoir has a diameter
wider than its height, whereas a standpipe
has a height greater than its diameter. So,
there is a storage tank shape to meet ev-
ery need.
Each shape may also be built in
several different capacities. The single
column structure can range in capacity
from 25,IX)0 gallons to 2'',0(X),0(X) gallons.
Multiple column tanks also range in
capacity from 25.000 to 2,000,000 gal-
lons. The smaller tripod tanks start at
15,(XX) gallons and can only reach a
capacity of 1(K),0(X) gallons. Therefore,
the type of tank used also depends on the
amount of water needed to meet the de-
mands of the area.
Constructing a water tower entails a
sizable outlay of funds for an industrial
plant or a municipality. Estimates given
bv Chicago Bndge and Iron Company
(CBl) show that a 1(X).000 gallon tank
with a l(K) foot depth would cost approx-
imately S175.(K)0. A 500.000 gallon tank
would mn about S4tX).000 while a one
million gallon tank for industrial fire pro-
tection would cost about S8(X).00().
continued on page 12
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IT WAS TRUE IN SCHOOL & IT'S TRUE IN YOUR
PROFESSIONAL LIFE. YOU ARE KNOWN BY THE
COMPANY YOU KEEP.
And with Emerson, you'rekeeping company with the
best. We're rated by For-
tune magazine as one of the top 4
companies in the nation.
The cornerstone of this reputation
is innovation ... in products, in
systems, and in opportunities for
graduates in techncial fields.
Starting out as a manufacturer of
small electronics in 1890, Emerson
has grown and diversified. Today,
we're a 55,000 person corpora-
tion, with annual sales of over 3.4
billion.
For Emerson's Electronics &
Space Division, innovation has
meant a history of involvement in
the design and manufacture of high
technology armaments and elec-
tronics systems ranging from air-
borne armament systems to optics
to computer architecture. For pro-
fessionals, it means the chance to
use your education in a dynamic
and challenging atmosphere . . .
the chance to enjoy a competitive
salary and benefits while develop-
ing career skills.
Emerson is more than a company.
It's a philosophy of problem solv-
ing; innovative solutions to the -
complex needs of the 20th
century.
Keep company with the best. Join
Emerson's Electronics &. Space
Division by writing: Supervisor,
College Relations, Station
2561.
C3EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.
Government & Defense Group 8IOO west Florissant Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63136
An Equal Opportunity EmployE,
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
continued from page 10 continued from page 8
CBI receives orders for about one to three structures per
month; the most ci)mmon ones being built ;ire the 1(X),(XX) to
5(X).(KK) gallon capacity structures. Some structures, like those in
C'hampaign-LVbana. are owned by the water companies who use
them. Champaign's are owned by Northern Illinois Water Com-
pany which is therefore responsible for their maintenance.
The inner workings of water towers are hidden from the
outside so their internal processes often are unknown. As stated.
water towers are used to regulate daily consumption, insure an
adequate supply, provide fire protection. Water is pumped from
the source at an hourly rate according to relative peaks and lows
in demand. The amount of water kept in a tower is usually one
third to one sixth of total demand. This is determined analytical-
ly or graphically by water supply engineers.
Leakage, which also must be taken into acount. is deter-
mined to be about ten percent of water consumption and fire de-
mand. The amount used is also determined by the area where
the tower is kxrated relative to the source and the center of de-
mand. For example, a business zone of a city may need high
pressure from water mains to keep up with demand. Although in
industry . the major purpose for towers is fire protection, they
may also be used when an adequate supply of water is necessary
for safe and efficient production.
Once a storage structure is built, its most pressing need is
maintenance. If properly maintained, a water tower can last any-
where from twenty-five to fifty years. The major problems con-
cerning maintenance are the reduction of leaks, protection from
extemal weather damage, and protection against icing damage.
Steel tanks must periodically be emptied, cleaned, in-
spected, and repainted as required. On the outside, a rust-
inhibitive pnmer and two coats of long oil alkyd enamel or long
oil spar varnish aluminum are used. On the inside, a number of
\ inyl eptixy ester, catalyzed epoxy and other paint systems may
be used. The structures also need protection. Maintenance people
supply this protection by maintaining properly varying water
levels or perhaps through the use of internal heaters. In addition,
towers must constantly be watched for leaks.
However, the problem most dealt with in water storage
maintenance is protection against corrosion. Corrosion may be in
the form of mineral deposits or, more commonly, in the fomi of
mst which may corrode the steel in the tank. Corrosion occurs
when a scratch or nick develops in the protective coating and
base steel is exposed.
Cathtxlic protection consists of metal rods of a metal more
reactive than the steel in the tank. Because of their higher reac-
tivity, these rods corrode away instead of the sides of the tanks.
The metal rixls, called anodes (the steel sides are cathodes in the
chemical reaction which takes place), must be replaced periodi-
cally to insure continuing corrosion control.
Water towers are not simply mammoth structures to indi-
cate the name of the ciry to those passing through it. They serve
to maintain an adequate supply and quality of water whether it is
needed for public use. industrial use. or for fire protection.
While they are exU'emely functional, they can be made to add
interest and character to the area which they serve.
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In materials processing, lasers have been used to weld. cut.
heat-treat, drill, mark, shape, machine, hardface, alloy, shock- /^^
harden, and anneal, lliey have also been used to punch holes in V
cigarette paper, cut cloth for men's suits in the garment industry,
drill holes in ceramics, strip insulation from wires and to tnm ^i^
resistors in elecronic circuits. (
Metals such as titanium are easily cut by lasers in the pre-
sence of a reactive gas. Laser cutting is cleaner, smoother and
more accurate than conventional methods. The cut has narrow
kerf widths and more parallel sides. There is minimal distortion
and waste. The Grumman Aircraft Corporation has been using
lasers in production for nearly a decade, and rough trimming
costs have been cut 60 to 80 percent. Also, simple holding and
positioning tools can be used, as the process exerts almost no
cutting pressure on the part being trimmed'.
Automobile exhaust valves readily show that the automotive
engine provides adverse working conditions for a part. General
Motors uses laser surface alloying to alloy exhaust valve seats.
A cost analysis of laser alloying versus conventional hardfacing
techniques suggests that cost savings of up to 80 percent can be
achieved"*. Pistons, camshafts, and gear teeth are other auto-
mobile parts that can be laser surface treated for improved per-
formance at significant cost reductions.
As an example of the problem-solving potential of lasers.
consider the welding of aluminum-magnesium alloys. Such
alloys are good conductors of heat, and thus a large quantity of
heat is required to melt them. TTie high temperatures that are
reached cause the magnesium to boil off. leaving a porous, un-
sound weld. Researchers at the University have shown that it is
possible to laser weld these alloys in combination with appropri-
ate gas shielding procedures to produce sound welds with little
porosity and low magnesium loss"*.
Another interesting recent development is the use of lasers
in the recrystallization of thin film semi-conductors. Thin films
of semi-conductors can be overlayed on a silicon substrate to de-
velop three dimensional integrated-circuits. The laser beam can
also be used to anneal semiconductors during manufacturing,
especially in VLIC and VHSIC applications, when the scale of
processing would seriously limit furnace methods. These are still
not part of a production process, but point to future trends.
The potential of the laser in industry is only just being tap-
ped. The powerful pencil of light has a bright future.
REFERENCES;
1. Webster's New World [}lctlonary.
2. L. Michael Heglin. in "Applications of Lasers in Materials Processing '. E.
A. Metzbower, ed., ASM(1979), p. 101.
3. John Huber and Warren Marx, ibid, p. 273.
4. David A Belforte. Colloq. on Lasers and Electro-Optical Equipment. Tokyo,
Japan, 24 Oct., 1978.
5. A G Blake, MS Thesis, University of Illinois, 1982.
Tech Teasers Technotes
^
1. A 1982 nevsspaper stated that a
man died when his age was one twenty-
ninth the vear of his birth. How old v\as
he m 1952?
2. Cratn Constance Carter's candid
nstruetor Carl told her to "form the num-
ber ninetN-two from \ and y. given that
x = 2514'and y= -2422. "Obviously,
one would assume that she would have
added x and y. because 2514-
2422 = 92. However, being a card, like
her sister Candy. Constance said "No. I
can create ninety two out of just one of
the numbers you gave me." The teacher.
Carl, and Constance's classmates watched
in amazement as she did just what she
said she could. What did she do'.' There
can be no rearranging of the order of the
digits of X or y.
3. Can you imagine a rope ladder
(you know the kind—knotted rope,
wooden rungs, right?) hanging down the
side of a ship' Good I Now imagine that
the ladder is 40 feet long, and the tide is
out. Suppose the tide comes in at the rate
of 5 feet an hour, and the distance be-
tween rungs is 2 feet. If the water level
starts below the ladder a distance that is
one-fifth the length of rope that will he
left unwet after the tide comes in. how
many steps of the ladder are underwater if
the tide comes in for 3.5 hours?
answers on page 18
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Tau Bates and Legislators
Se\en Illinois legislators were the
guests at Tau Beta Pi's First Annual
Legislative Forum last December 6. Tlie
forum was intended to benefit both the
legislators and the students involved, and
it did exactly that.
The event lasted all day. and it
started with a brief registration. At this
time, the guests were welcomed, given
information packets for the day. and
Robbie Rubik was on hand to solve a
puzzle simpler than most political ones.
Then the legislators were taken on a tour
of the University's high technology
laboratories.
After the tour, evervone sat down to
a special luncheon, at which President
Ikenbern. and Chancellor Cribbet gave
speeches. Then the afternoon rolled
around, and it was taken up b\ panel
discussions. These discussions were
probably the most educational and
informative for both students and
legislators. The talks were informal; each
was conducted between two legislators
and about eight students. To conclude the
day. all parties enjoyed a banquet, and
this time Dean Drucker was the speaker.
The forum was extremely well
received, and ever)' one of the legislators
commended TBO's excellent job and
encouraged its continuation. As a result of
the forum's success, it was decided that it
would become an annual event for man\
Nears to come.
The Bomb
The Physics Department here at the
University tends to offer excellent courses,
including one that can really have some
explosive subject matter. The course is
PHYCS 199.' "The Bomb—A Beginner's
Tour of Nuclear Weapons. War. Strategy
and Arms Control."
Last Fall, the course was taught by
twehe professors from the physics,
astronomy, and nuclear engineering
departments. This fall, professors from
other non-technical fields will hopefully
help in the instruction. The enrollment last
fall was 65 for credit and twenty auditors.
It dropped to only fifteen b> the middle of
the semester. probabK' because the course
delved deepK into technical areas early
on.
The semester was divided into four
units, which included the nuclear arms
race, the future, nuclear weapons
themselves, and terrorism and
proliferation. Various topics were
discussed and presented dunng these
sections, including the consequences of a
nuclear war and an attack on a nuclear
power reactor. The goals of the course
seem to hinge on awareness. In a course
such as this, politics ma\ be somewhat
removed by concentrating on the technical
aspects of the subject, and this was the
method the instructors used. The
professors presented facts, and tried to
stimulate awareness, conversation, and
thinking about the entire nuclear arms
siuiation. in hopes of helping to bnng
about a safer worid. Professor of ph\sics
and astrononiN Fredenck K. Lamb, who
organized the course, feels that it is
necessan' for educational institutions to
provide such instruction since informed
and concerned citizens are vital to societ\
.
Lamb said the course was concei\ed
through several meetings of concerned
scientists last spring. All the people
in\olved provided a tremendous amount
of help in getting the course started.
Physics 199 is a giant step in the right
direction which will bring awareness of
this important issue to society.
Lungdon Alger
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E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Even given the benefit of
historical perspective, it is diffi-
cult to fully comprehend the
enormous contributions to man's
knowledge made by Sir Isaac
Newton. His Philosopiae Natu-
ralis Pnncipia Mathematics is
termed by many authorities to be
one of the most important single
works in the history of modern
science- His studies of light are
the foundation of physical optics
and his laws of motion provided
a quantitative description of all
principal phenomena in our solar
system.
Today, scientists and engi-
neers at E-Systems employ
Newtonian principles to develop
products and systems for satel-
lite communications, exploring
space and the development of so-
lar energy systems which are the
first-of-a-kind.
E-Systems engineers are
recognized worldwide for their
ability to solve problems in the
areas of antennas, communica-
tions, data acquisition, processing,
storage and retrieval systems and
other systems applications for intel-
ligence and reconnaissance.
For a reprint of the Newton
illustration and information on ca-
reer opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas. Florida. Indiana. Utah
and Virginia, write: Dr Lloyd K.
Lauderdale. Vice President
Research and Engineering,
E-Systems. Inc.. Corporate
Headquarters. P Box 226030.
Dallas. Texas 75266
E-SYSTEMS
The problem solvers.
An equal opporlunity employer M F H v
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SCIENCEy^SCOPE
Two communications satellites made history as the first to be launched from
NASA's space shuttle. The first of the pair, SBS-3, is operated by Satellite
Business Systems and will carry high-speed data for many U.S. companies. The
second, Anik-C, is operated by Telesat Canada and will improve telephone,
television, and data service in Canada. The satellites are versions of Hughes
Aircraft Company's HS 376, the world's most widely purchased communications
satellite. Hughes now has built 70% of the world's operating commercial com-
munications satellites and has more successes than all other companies combined.
A safety device that snuffs out explosions in the blink of an eye , originally
developed for the military, is being applied commercially where fire poses an
immediate threat to human life. The Dual Spectrum™ sensing and suppression
system has been evaluated in New York Transit Authority toll booths. It detects
fire bomb explosions set off by criminals, and suppresses them in one-tenth of a
second — before transit employees can be injured. The system could be applied
almost anywhere fire explosions occur within an enclosed area. It was developed
by the Santa Barbara Research Center, a Hughes subsidiary.
The Smithsonian Institution is installing a new security system to monitor many
facilities continuously. The Hughes system includes burglar alarms, fire-
sensing devices, voice communications channels, and closed-circuit TV. It will
let Smithsonian personnel control entrances and exits, and watch over areas open
to visitors. A computer will collect and display information on TV monitors and
printers at a central control station. Hughes previously installed a facilities
management system at the Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum. That
system provides a wide range of exhibit monitor and control functions.
The new thematic mapper aboard Landsat 4 has distinct advantages for mapping
vegetation and land covers in comparison to the multispectral scanners used on
previous Earth resources satellites. Improvements give the instrument better
resolution (30 meters versus 80 meters) and enable it to see in narrower band-
widths. The green band measurers reflections from vegetation more precisely.
The red band better distinguishes differences in the chlorophyll absorption of
plants. The near-infrared spectral band reduces the chances of atmospheric
vapor like fog and haze from obscuring land surfaces. Hughes and its Santa
Barbara Research Center subsidiary built the thematic mapper from NASA.
Hughes needs graduates with degrees in EC, ME, physics, computer science, and
math. To find out how you can become involved in any one of 1,500 high-tech-
nology projects ranging from subminiature microcircuits to advanced satellite
technology, contact: College Relations Office, P.O. Box 1042 (C2/B178-SS) , El
Segundo, CA 90245. Equal opportunity employer.
Creating a new world with electronics
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Against the Wind
Winiljaiiiniors arc nuinut'actureci b> iIk-
Vciicr QiijKiration. which is located in
Rantoui. Illinois. At one time, there was a
Vetter factor) in San Luis Obispo. Cali-
lomia. but the plant was closed in 1978.
\etter prcKliicts can be found at over 37(X)
dealerships ui the L'nited States, and
MUilorc\cle enthusiasts in foreijin countries
can order N'etter products through over-
seas distributors. Last year's sales totaled
$31 million, which makes Vetter the lead-
ing manufacturer of fairings in the coun-
tr>
.
Other Vetter products include light-
weight helmets, sidecars, luggage, and
protective gauntlets known as "Hippo
Hands".
Vetter was founded in 196<S by Craig
Vetter. who earned his degree in industrial
design here at the University. Vetter,
Charlie Perethian, and Dwayne Anderson
were the chief designers of the company's
earls products. In 1978. Craig Vetter sold
the Vetter Coiporation in its entiret\ to
Rick Biiiet
Craig Vetter hasn't gi\en up motor-
cscling, hi>wever. Lach year he and the
Central Coast Motorcycle Association
sponsor the Craig Vetter High-Mileage
Contest. Vetter. along with several major
manutacturers, supplies a total of S4,(0)
in pri/e mone\ for the \arious events.
This year's am was made along the 13.^
mile stretch of highwa\ between San Luis
Obispo and Camiel in southern California
Several teams entered the contest, each
with its own exotic fairing design. Vetter
was quoted in the No\ ember 1982 issue
A fairing is a structure
used on a vehicle to
reduce drag. To most
motorcycle riders, the
words fairing and
Windjammer are
nearly synonymous.
This is not surprising:
studies have shown
that the Windjammer
outsells its nearest
competitor by more
than two to one. But
what of the company
behind the Wind-
jammer?
Above: Vetter acces-
sories on display at a
local cycle shop,
(photo by Randy
Stukenberg)
Right The ABS scrap
IS granulated and pre-
pared for shipment to
the recycling facility,
(photo by Raymond
Hightowerl
- y y^y^^
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of Cvt7f Guide as saying, "Tm sponsor-
ing contests to encourage people to be-
lieve it's okay to use less energy."
Energy conservation is not the only
reason why a motorcycle owner might
choose to purchase a fairing. There are
other considerations. First of all, fairings
provide protection against the elements. A
steady flow of wind at the legal highway
speed limit of 55 mph can introduce a
high wind chill factor. Second, a fairing is
an excellent place to store items such as a
stereo, CB radio, or odds and ends. Ideal-
ly, a fairing should do nothing to change
the way the motorcycle handles.
The fairing manufacturing process in
itself is fascinating. The raw materials
come from many manufacturers through-
out the United States. The basic matenal
u.sed in all Vetter fairings, with the excep-
tion of the Ghost, is Acrylonitrile Buta-
diene Styrene (ABS). ABS arrives at the
facility in sheet form, the length, width,
and thickness of which are specified by
Vetter prior to shipment.
Upon arrival, the ABS sheets are
taken to one of the two rotary vacuum
formers in the plant. The rotary vacuum
formers, like most of the plant's equip-
ment, were designed and built by Vetter
employees. The machine consists of three
main stations: the input/output station, the
heating station, and the forming station.
As its name implies, the inputyoutput
station is the place where the sheets arc
initially laid. After the sheet has gone
through the remaining two stations, it re-
turns to the input/output station for cool-
ing and removal.
At the heating station, the sheet is
heated to temperatures in the range of
250° Fahrenheit. When exposed to this
high temperature, the sheet becomes soft
enough to be put through the molding
process.
The sheet is moved to the vacuum
fonner station to be molded into the de-
sired shape. After the forming stage, the
product is moved to the input/output sta-
tion where it is cooled and removed.
Only one-sixth of the material that
goes through the rotary vacuum former is
used in the final product. The extra five-
sixths is necessary because the vacuum
fomier, being an automatic machine,
needs something to "grab on to". Since
humans will be doing most of the hand-
ling from this stage onward, the extra
material is band-sawed off the product.
This scrap is run through a granulator and
Left: Before ttiey are
painted, all fairings
must be sanded In
order to Insure a
smootti, aerodynamic
finlsli. Vetter em-
ployees In one sec-
tion of tfie facility are
responsible for tills
step, (ptioto by
Raymond Hightower)
then sent back to the supplying company
to be melted into new sheets. Thus, there
is little waste.
The product, which now has the
basic appearance of a finished fairing, is
taken to another room to be sanded.
When all blemishes have been removed,
the product is coated with a polyurethane-
based paint which is allowed to harden for
one to three days.
When the paint has hardened, the
fairing parts ;ire taken to another area of
the plant for assembly. A bonding agent
developed by Vetter chemists is used to
hold the parts together. In ideal situaions,
that is. with perfect temperature and
humidity, the bonding agent will harden
in about 14 minutes; but it is allowed to
cure for 30 minutes just to be on the safe
side. After the adhesive has cured, a
second measure is taken to insure that the
fairing parts are safely bonded together.
The fairing is put through an ultrasonic
welding process.
Next the product is taken to an auto-
matic drill, another Vetter-designed manu-
facturing tool. Forty-three holes are drilled
simultaneously, while a worker rounds the
edges of the product with a router.
TTie pick-and-fill process follows the
work with !he drill and router. Any small
gouges which developed during the earlier
steps of production are filled with a subst-
ance made especially for this stage. Next
comes the semi-final inspection. The fair-
ings are reviewed individually for mis-
takes; any imperfections are marked with
a grease pen by the quality control peo-
ple. Once pointed out, these flaws are
conected
.
continued
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Fairings which pass the scmi-llnal inspection are then tre-
ated to an iirray ol finishing touches. These include the installa-
tion of winng. the application ol edging and striping, and tmal-
ly. the applicaton ol the lairing insignia, i.e. Windjammer.
Quicksilver, etc. Next the product must go through a rigorous
final inspection under the watchful eyes of twenty-six quality
control peiiple. Imperfect fairings are sent to the proper depail-
meiil for convctions. or possibly ilestmction. If the product
makes it through the final ins|x-ction. as most do. a serial num-
ber is applied. Finally, the fairing can be packaged for shipment.
Products other than fairings undergo a manufactunng pro-
cess quite similar to the one described above. Differences in-
clude the type of mold used in the vacuum fonner. the number
of holes dnlled by the auto-drill, etc. .Some products, such as the
(Un)st fainng. are molded by a drape-loniier instead of a
vacuum fonner.
The Ghost is made from a sheet of transparent acrylic
which is cut to size and laid on a mold. The mold rests on a
conveyor which runs through an oven. As the temperature of the
acrylic rises, the sheet becomes soft, and it collapses under its
iiwn weight. Noniially. this would be catastrophic, but since the
sheet is sitting on top of a mold, it merely collapses into the
desired shape.
FYoduct safety plays an important part in design and
marketing decisions at Verter. (Df course, before such decisions
can be made, the finished prixluct must be put through rigorous
testing. The test subjects are picked off the assembly line at
random; products which have undergone testing cannot be sold
because the tests are destructive. These tests can range from the
high-tech type using sophisticated electronic test equipment to
the more exotic tests in which a rider ndes over a series of rail-
road lies.
Newly introduced prcxiucts are put through the most rigor-
iHis of tests. One of the latest Vener products to go through this
initiation was the Terraplane sidecar. Vetter had planned to mar-
ket a sidecar a few years back, but they scrapped the project for
safetv reasons. The Terraplane design, however, looked promis-
ing. The prototype was built in 14S(). and put though extensive
road tests. Then came the final challenge.
On Januaiy 6. I^SI. Iwd test nders departed from the Vet-
ter facility in Rantoul. One rode the bike, the other rode in the
Terraplane. Their mission was to put the Terraplane through all
[Tossible driving conditions: rain. ice. snow. cold. etc. Based on
the infonnation gathered on this trip, a manual for piitential
ov\ners anil operators v\as wntten. Fxpenence is the best
teacher. especialK in cases such as this.
It's ob\ lous that there is a lot more to a lairing than a sim-
ple description could explain. And what of the company behind
the Windjammer' Behind it. therc">- a company full of [xniple.
and each product is a result of then combined elfoils. Managers.
designers, inspectors, etc. all put in their share. But when a bik-
er is cruising on the highway. cn|o\ing the smoothness ol the
road and the beauty of the scenery . these things are lunhcst
from his miiul lt\ much more comfoiling to relax and cn|o\
the ride
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Tech Teasers Answers
1. If : IS his age at death, then 29r is his date of binh His
date of birth plus his age at death will yield his date of death, or
2'^:+ =30r. Since he was alive in 19.^2 and dead by 1982.
which IS infonnation gleaned from the question, he must ha\e
died between these two dates. His death date must be di\isible
bv 30. so the date of death must be 19S(1, 1980 -30 = Mi.
1980-66= 1914, so he was bom in 1914 and was ,'^8 years old
in 1952.
2. Constance simply took .v = 2.^14. and converted it into its
hexadecimal equivalent 2514 in base ten equals 91)2
("nine-d-two") in base 16.
3. Since it is a rope and uood ladder, the ladder will lloal
on lop o\ the water. Thus, none of tiie ladder will e\ei be
underwater.
u
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The Most SophisticatedTraining Ground
ForNiidearEngineenng
IsntOnTheGround.
It's on a Navy ship.
The Navy has more
than 1,900 reactor-years
of nuclear power experi-
ence—more than anyone
else in America. The
Navy has the most
sophisticated nuclear
equipment in the world.
And the Navy operates
over half of the nuclear reactors in America.
With a nuclear program like that, you
know the Navy also offers the most
comprehensive and sophisticated nuclear
training.
Every officer in the Nuclear
Navy completes a full year of graduate level
technical training. Outside the Navy, this
kind of program would cost you thousands.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you
supervise highly trained . . . . .
personnel in the opera-
tion of the most advanced
nuclear propulsion plants
ever developed. You get
a level of technical and
management experience
unequalled anywhere else.
You get important
responsibilities and you
tYear in College.
AMajor/Minor
—
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INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 07015
D Please send me more information about becom
ing an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (0N)
get them fast. Because
in the Navy, as your
knowledge grows, so do
your responsibilities.
Today's Nuclear
Navy is one of the most
challenging and reward-
ing career choices a man
~ can make. And that
choice can pay off while
you're still in school. Quahfied juniors and
seniors earn approximately $l,000/month
while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4 years
with regular promotions and pay increases,
you can be earning as much as $40,500.
That's on top of a full benefits package that
includes medical and dental care, and 30
days' vacation earned each year.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
earn a place among this nation's most
_
qualified and respected
' professionals. So, if you're
. majoring in math, engi-
,
neering or the physical
sciences, send in the cou-
pon. Find out more
about the most sophisti-
cated training ground for
nuclear engineering.
Today's Nuclear Navy.
This is for general recruitment information. You d
of the information requested. Of course, the moi
can help to determine the kinds of Navy positioi
NavyOfficers GetResponsibilityFast
Technovations
iNasle Not, Want Not
Three years of construction and
planning was ended symbolically with the
/•freaking of a bottle of American
(j^hampagne last November 17. The
celebration was the christening of
Vulcanus II. Chemical Waste
Management's new ocean incineration
vessel.
The incineration process starts in the
ship with its gorators. which change any
solid wastes into a liquid form. This
liquid is pumped hydraulically, at an
average rate of over 5200 gallons per
hour, to the rear of the ship, where three
incinerators await in readiness at
temperatures between i250°C and
1500°C. Combustion occurs at an average
rate of eight tons per hour, and the
gaseous products are moved to the stack
portions of the furnaces. Once there, any
residual chlorine is converted to
combustion gases which are sent into the
ship's wake, where the sea water absorbs
and neutralizes them.
Viikaiuis II is 307 feet long, has a
total capacity of 837,000 gallons, and has
eight cargo tanks, each of which can be
connected directly to the furnaces. The
ship can destroy up to twenty million
gallons of waste per year, which is
necessary due to the demands for its
services in both the U.S. and Europe.
However, the U.S. market will
supposedly exceed Europe's, and will
steadily grow until 1990.
The new ship departed for its "initial
survey bum" on December 10. in order
to be certified by the U.S. EPA and
IMCO. In mid-February, the vessel will
be introduced to American government
officials and industrial leaders in
Washington, DC, and will then start
servicing the U.S. waste market.
Chemical Waste Management, Inc.,
m
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Waste
Management, Inc., and has its
headquarters in Oak Brook, III.
Beam Me Up.
Intemational Business Machines
Corporation has started the first large-scale
use of electron-beam methods to
manufacture ROM's (read-only memory
chips). Each chip is personalized, and can
store up to 18,432 bits, which is about
400 words of data. The chips are used in
IBM's most powert'ul central processing
units (CPU's), which are the 3081, 3083,
and 3084.
Before the new process was
developed, IBM used an optical
photolithographic process, involving a
mask and chemicals, to etch the bit
patterns on the chips. Now, the time is
cut down to a third of its original length,
as a computer-controlled electron beam
tool directs electrons onto the chip to
create the bit patterns. The chip is
designed at IBM's Poughkeepsie, NY,
facility, and the design information is sent
via computer to their plant in East
Fishkill, at the rate of one instruction per
8.5 nanoseconds. IBM also makes the
personalized chips in Essonnes, France,
using the same process. The whole
process, from design to production, now
takes about twenty days.
The chips are mounted onto thermal
conduction modules (TCM's). which hold
118 of these chips. The TCM's are a
major part of the computer's
processor—they cool, protect, and
interconnect the computer circuit
components.
A Third Arm
Mitsubishi Electric now gives you
that third arm you sometimes wish you
had. It is called the RM-IOI Movemaster,
and it is a miniature robot. The
Movemaster is ten inches high, and
weighs under eighteen pounds. It can pick
up about 1.125 pounds, has a maximum
grasp of 3.125 inches, and operates at up
to 2.75 inches per second. Three separate
hands are provided, in order to handle any
task. There are six axes, each driven by a
stepper motor, and five degrees of
freedom of motion. The robot can be
repeatedly repositioned, automatically, to
positions within only three millimeters of
each another.
Mitsubishi designed their robot to
function exactly like the industrial ones
used on assembly lines. Thus, the
Movemaster is intended for use by
schools, colleges, universities, and
hobbyists. The robot comes with fourteen
pages of instructions, and a Centronics
printer interface to facilitate computer
control. Inside is a microcomputer, so the
movement instructions can be given in a
simple robot language, and may be
programmed using BASIC. Finally, the
most important feature of this product is
that it is built to withstand the trials and
tabulations of novices.
Laiii^doii Ali;er
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If there's
something
out there,
we know it.
We're Sanders.
It's our business to know if something's out
there- be it friend or foe. In the sky. On the
land. Under the sea. From beyond.
Special opportunities are waiting for people
with degrees in Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics or Math to join our
forces in Software Development,
Circuit & Systems Design
and related proposal activities.
Find out what's out there for you.
On-Campus Interviews
Monday, February 28
See your Engineering Placement Office or
send your resume and transcript directly to:
College Recruiting Coordinator,
Sanders Associates, Inc., 95 Canal Street,
Nashua, NH 03061.
#
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ElSANDERS
An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer
US. Citizenship Required
Tech Profiles
Parker received his
Bachelors in Mecha-
nical Engineering (ME)
from the North Caroli-
na Agricultural and
Technical State Uni-
versity in 1961. He be-
an work on his Mas-
ters in ME while em-
ployed at Bell Aerosy-
stems, and he re-
ceived the degree
from the State Uni-
versity of New York in
1969.
Professor Eisenstein
received her under-
graduate degree in
physics in 1964 from
Barnard College. In
1964 she earned her
masters from Col-
umbia University, and
by 1969 she had re-
ceived her doctorate in
physics from Harvard
University. Professor
Eisenstein came to the
University in 1967
where she was a re-
search assistant doing
work here for her PhD.
A native of Switzer-
land. Professor Wolf-
gang J. Poppelbaum
received his Ph.D. in
physics from the Uni-
versity of Lausanne in
1952. He came to the
University in 1954 to
work with John Bar-
deen on the develop-
ment of the transistor,
and he started
teaching computer de-
sign classes right
away.
•mm
i
Dean Paul E. Parker Engineering students with
administrative problems seek solutions in 207 Engineenng Hall.
Lx)cated in 207 are the offices of the assistant deans, including
Paul E. Parker.
In 1967. Parker joined the ME department of North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (NCA&T).
He was appointed department chainnan in 1970. and in 1971 he
became assistant dean of the NCA&T College of Engineenng.
Parker became an assistant deans here at the University in 1973.
Parker acts as a counselor for students in the college. His
duties include providing cumculum advice, handling transfer
students, and working with co-op programs. Parkeralso serves
as the coordinator of minority relations in the College.
Presently. Parker spends most of his time working with or
for students. He also does some consulting work for companies
such as Standard Oil. Inland Steel, and Union Carbide.
Raxmoiui Hi^htinver
Laura Eisenstein More than nine hundred students taking
physics 108 were in for a pleasant surprise on the first day of
class when Professor Laura Eisenstein, walked in to lecture.
After receiving her degree, Eisenstein worked as a research
professor for two years, and from 1971-1980 she was a research
assistant professor, teaching sections in physics 101. 106. and
108. She is now an assistant professor, and also teaches physics
321 and 322.
Among the professor's credentials are a NATO
post-doctoral fellowship in Paris from 1973-1974 and a
membership on the editorial board of Biophysical Jounuil. In
June of 1983 she will be a member of the nomination committee
of the the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. She is member of the American Physical Society
Committee on the Status of Women in Physics, and will'chair
that committee this January.
Currently. Eisenstein's main interest is biological physics.
Specifically she is studying light induced reactions in
biomolecules called rhodopsin (vision pigment) and
baclerorhixlopsin. Steve Alexander
Wolfgang Poppelbaum In 1954 Poppelbaum joined the
Computer Laboratory research team in designing and building
one of the first transistorized computers, the ILLIAC 2. He later
became the director of the Computer Science department's
Information Engineering Laboratory.
Poppelbaum is currently working with the multiplexing of
information signals on optical fibers using "'color modulation"
and "spectrum sample transmissions'". He is also working with
computer speech processing systems, and a new kind of
computer system called an " "array" system in which internal
information is ""moved around much like a train."
Poppelbaum has published well over 40 technical articles
along with several books, including a te,\t on computer desiun.
He is a Fellow of the IEEE, and has become well known as" an
expert in his field. He currently teaches CS 281, 381. and 497.
Giinnar Seahiiri>
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The Career Is Yaurs.
The Place Is Ours.
Now that you have
established a founda-
tion for your career in
engineering, your next
step is to take your
education and build a
rewarding future.
At Black & Veatch,
we can help you do
just that. We seek out
graduating engineers
who are eager to
work with an experi-
enced team of experts
to find solutions to
some of the world's
most pressing prob-
lems. We want indi
viduals who will con-
tinue our internation
ally recognized efforts
in power generation
and transmission, pol-
lution control, water
resource development,
solid and hazardous
waste management,
and industrial plant
design.
The opportunities
are yours. The place
is ours. Tell us more
about your career
goals and explore
your future at Black
& Veatch. Write:
Cindy SomiT
BIdck & Vei
D.pc C
P O Bo« 8405
Kansu Cits. Mi
(913) 967-2000
An Equal Opportunity Employe
tT, College Reel
ch. Engineers-/
I 64II4
:
[p^lBiack s veaccn
^^ZM Engineers-Architects
we can put you in this
picture
If you are a college freshman or sophomore in good
academic standing, the Naval ROTC Program can be your
chance for the experience of a lifetime. The Naval ROTC
Program can provide you a path to great career
opportunities, and also assistance now in your college
education. Naval ROTC Scholarship and College Program
opportunities are available now.
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFITS
• Full tuition and fees
• Book expenses
•$100 subsistence month
•"Hands On" training during
summer cruises onboard Navy
ships and installations
As a commissioned Naval or f\/larine
Officer you can start immediately
with:
•$17,000 year Basic income in-
creasing to as much as
$24,000 year in four years.
• Specialized training fields of
Nuclear Submarines
Naval and fvlarine Corps Aviation
Surface Warfare
U.S. Marine Corps
Let us give you the whole NROTC
picture. Contact:
LT BOB BURNS
239 Armory BIdg.
Phone:333-1061 1062
© Easlman Kodak Company. 1982
One ofthe
natioiVs ton
companies in sales or
electronics-relatedequipment
isKodak.
Kodak's
application of elec-
tronics technology is
becoming more and
more extensive every day That
means we have growing career op-
portunities for electrical/electron-
ics engineers.
In projects as diverse as the
design and production of output
driver chips for the logic and con-
trol unit of Kodak Ektaprint copier-
duplicators. Development of ad-
vanced analog and digital tech-
nology and sophisticated software
techniques for blood-chemistry
analysis with the Kodak Ektachem
400 analyzer. And explo-
ration of potential product
improvements in the Kodak
Komstar 300 microimage processor,
a computer peripheral which uses
pulsed laser beams to convert digi-
tal data to alphanumeric images
on microfilm at speeds up to 20
times faster than many ink-jet
paper printers.
If you want to expand your hori-
zons to meet the Kodak challenge, see
a Kodak recruiter on your campus.
Or send your resume to: Personnel
Resources, Dept.DECM,
Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
Kodak*The right place*The right time*
An equal opportunity employer inanufacturing photographic products, fibers, plastics, chemicals, and electronic equipment. Plants in Rochester,
N.Y.;
Kingsport, Tenn.; Windsor. Colo.; Longview, Tex.; Columbia, S.C; Batesville, Ark.; and a sales force all over the U.S.
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Teach a robot
the facts of life.
There was a time when most
robots earned their livelihoods
in comic books and science
fiction films.
Today, they're spraying,
welding, painting, and process-
ing parts at manufacturing
plants around the world-
Necessity has caused this
amazing leap from fantasy to
factory
The world wants long-lasting,
high quality products, now.
And robots fit perfectly into this
scheme of things: They can
make those products - quickly
easily and accurately
What kinds of robots'^ There
IS GE's Allegro,'" for one
It can position a part to within
1,'IOOOthof an inch -or about Va
the thickness of the paper this
article is printed on. Or there's
GP 132 (shown here). This
loader unloader, packer,
stacker and welder - can lift
and maneuver 132 pounds with
no trouble at all
So what's left for me to teach
robots'^ You might ask Consid-
er this glimpse into the future
by Dr Roland W, Schmitt, head
of GE corporate research and
development:
"One of the big frontiers
ahead of us is putting the
robot's nervous system
together with some senses -
like vision, or touch, or the abil-
ity to sense heat or cold That
can give you an adaptive robot,
one that can sense how well it's
doing Its |ob and make the
adjustments needed to do that
job better."
That's a tall order. And one
we'll be expecting you to fill
With foresight, talent, imagina-
tion -all the things that robots
have yet to learn
WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE
An equal opportunity employer
